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     25 years ago Hope for 
the Hopeless was born 
when we took in that first 
child off the streets. We 
soon had served more 
than 140 orphans in our 
drop in centers, but life 
was not easy. Four years 
into Hope for the Hopeless 
we thought about shutting 
it down due to finances. 

     Instead we reorganized 
and reached out to people 
to become generous 
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sponsors of the children, giving them life and giving 
them hope.  Since that time we have served children 
through the drop in centers, opened a boarding school as 
a safe place for children to live and get a quality 
educations, as well as supported over 200 foster children 
in private residents where we are able to not only lift the 
child out of poverty but the entire family, thus giving 
hope to all.   

     We have plans on the horizon to expand our drop in 
centers, develop a medical clinic, expand the reach of the 
school and serve even more families through our foster 
care program. None of this is possible with out the 
support of our generous sponsors. You make a 
difference. Thank you! 

Blessings, 

Pastor Surafel Gebretsadik 

 

 THANK YOU 
 

Hope for the Hopeless is 
committed to caring for the  
abandoned and orphaned 
street children of Ethiopia 
who have lost their parents  
due to death, disease or 
poverty. 

When you give to Hope for 
the Hopeless 100% of your 
giving goes to the children 
of Ethiopia.  

Thank you for your 
generosity. To find out more 
visit our web site at: 

www.hope4hopeless.org 
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“Please take one. Please take just one 
child home with you.” The words Pastor 
Surafel heard from a Coptic Priest who was 
begging people to adopt just one of the 100 
orphans that surrounded him in the square in 
front of the church. These cries of despair 
touched Surafel’s heart as he looked on the 
faces of children, as young as three, with 
nowhere to go but back onto the streets of 
Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. He shares, “God 
touched my heart and gave me a burden for 
these children.” At that moment Hope for the 
Hopeless was born. It was an appropriate name 
in that moment as it reflected the despair in the 
priest’s voice and the expressions on the 
children’s faces. 

      This year celebrates the 25th anniversary 
of that moment that started this amazing 
ministry. As you know much has happened for 
you have been or continue to be a part of this 
amazing ministry. In the early years H4H was 
kept alive by the shear will of Pastor and the 
always maxed out limit of his credit card. 
Finally, in the ensuing years people, such as 
yourself, began to hear the story and respond to 
helping the lives of the street children. I have 
attached what we have accomplished because 
you cared. 

      In recognizing how many 100’s, even 
1000’s of lives have been touched and forever 
changed, we see that despair does not describe 
who we are and what we do, and especially 
does not reflect the looks on the faces of the 
children in our ministry. Yet, we know that 
there are literally tens of thousands of children 
still living on the streets in Addis Ababa. In our 
kids we see what hope looks like, as we go 
forward we are reminded of how hopelessness 
is still reflected on the faces of too many 
children wondering if anyone cares. 

Hope for the Hopeless Celebrates 25 Years 

     Getamesay came to the Bethel center as 
a young boy from the streets of Addis 
Abba. It was at the Bethel Center that he 
grew and got his education. Earlier this 
month Getamesay left the Bethel Center to 
head to college where he plans to study 
engineering.  

      Getamesay is one of many children 
who are going on to college from Hope for 
the Hopeless. All this is made possible 
because of generous donors like you. 
THANK YOU.  

      Thank you for your support of Hope 
for the Hopeless and thank you for making 
a difference in Getamesay’s life and in the 
lives of Ethiopian street children.  

Meet Getamesay 

Getamesay 
heading to 

college. 
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School Children at the boarding school received much needed and new school supplies to assist 
them in their academic endeavors. Because of generous donors like you we are making a difference 
in the lives of the children of Ethiopia. $20 a month is all it takes to send a child to school and pay for 
monthly tuition. For $45 dollars a month you can provide room, board and education for a child, or a 
gift of $100 a month will pay for a teachers salary.  

Because of your generosity…. 

Meet Kidist one of our newest students and residents 

Kidist is one of our newest children to 
come to Hope for the Hopeless. When 
her father could no longer care for her, 
she came to live at the Sululta center. 
She is now well taken care of and is 
excelling in her education. She would 
like to be a doctor when she grows up. 
The future is looking bright for Kidist.  
 
Kidist is one of many children whose 
lives have been changed by Hope for the 
Hopeless. None of this would be 
possible with out the generous giving 
and heartfelt caring of people like you. 
Thank you for your sponsorship.    
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 Dear Friends of Hope, 

   It is hard to believe, but Hope is completing its 25th year in ministry to the 
street children of Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. We are going to take this next 
year to celebrate all that we have accomplished, the 1000’s of lives we have 
impacted with our love, the gift of hope we have given to those who 
wondered from where their next meal may come. You are receiving this 
letter for you have been a part of this incredible ministry that has literally 
saved the lives of children in Ethiopia. Well done good and faithful 
servants. 

   Please take time to read through the newsletter as it contains some of the 
joys that you have helped to achieve in these first 25 years, the differences 
you have made that will continue into the generations to come, but also 
some important changes that are happening now and a vision for a future 
that continues to find ways to instill hope in the lives of the children we 
minister to. 

   Hope literally means to seek what is possible but not yet realized. Hope is 
not wishful thinking, but a clear understanding of what we can achieve and 
also what it will take to make it a reality. Sometimes, “the God who can do 
more than we can even imagine” (Ephesians 3:20) steps in and helps us 
realize more than we thought was possible. Twelve years ago, as I stood at 
the edge of some property in Sululta, Pastor Surafel said to me, “I want to 
buy this property and build a campus for the kids.” Even though I affirmed 
what he said, I must admit that I had some very real doubts about it ever 
coming to fruition. As I stand in this same place today I marvel at what has 
been achieved in these 12 years by a novice but willing group of volunteers 
and those of you who believed in this God who brings hope. With the love 
and commitment of you and caring people like you, who can imagine what 
we will be celebrating 25 years from now. Thank you. 

    Many of you know we had our moments over these 25 years when we 
stumbled and even fell flat as we tried to do all of our administrative work 
with volunteers. It was important to us that all of your donations went 
directly to aiding our kids and not for any of the support work of Hope. We 
still are committed to insuring all sponsorship monies are used in direct 
support of our kids. Even when it means we are a little less efficient, we still 
feel a responsibility to honor your generosity. I thank you for your patience.  

   Please take time to read through the rest of our newsletter, as you have 
been a part of what we celebrate today and throughout the coming year. 

                                                        Rev. Dr. George C. Cushman 

                                                       Chair, Board of Directors 

 

 

This years 
goals: 
 

Hire  a 
medical staff 
person for 
clinic 

Supply clinic 
with medical 
supplies 

Provide  better 
housing for 
staff  

Begin 
vocational 
training for 
adults aging 
out who do 
not go to 
college.  

 

As you review 
your year-end 
giving, please 
consider 
helping Hope 
for the 
Hopeless 
continue its 
mission with 
your tax 
deductible 
donation.  
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     What can happen when one person hears the call of God and says, “Yes Lord, use me?” For the 
first 10 to 12 years Hope survived on the shear will power of its founder Pastor Surafel Gebretsadik. 
In 2006 a group of people visited Hope and saw firsthand what was being done to rescue, 
rehabilitate, reconnect and restore hope into the lives of the children of H4H. Seeing the ministry 
and meeting the kids brought a new energy and commitment to H4H and provided support to a 
Pastor who never stopped answering God’s call. Here are just a few of the highlights that began 
from that first visit: 

1. In 2006 a group of 11 people spent 3 days in Ethiopia. During that visit we saw the drop-in-
center, two small group homes for boys and girls and several foster homes. Surafel also 
showed us a plot of land that he dreamed about purchasing and building a campus for Hope. 

2. Over the next couple of years, we raised the money and bought the land, even as we 
expanded our sponsorship of children. 

3. We created a Board and became a 501(c)3. 
4. We created a soccer field, and did some experimenting with several agricultural projects. 
5. We have seen dormitories built, and then a school. We have most recently seen a new multi-

purpose building and office and clinic constructed. 
6. The school is now full, serving approximately 180 children from Hope and the community. 
7. We now have a bus and a van 
8. During our last visit, we did a wellness clinic and it was easily seen that our kids are much 

healthier than the kids from the community. (This is indicative of the general care they are 
receiving.) 

9. Today we sponsor around 400 kids. 
10.  We now have a professional quality video to promote Hope. 
11.We have received about $50,000 in grant money from the General Board of Global Ministries 

of the United Methodist Church for the training of church leaders to respond to the AIDS 
epidemic. We have led 4 seminars which have trained approximately 250 leaders 
representing churches with a combined outreach of over 500,000 parishioners. 

12.  We have identified and are in the process of providing some new ministries such as helping 
foster families develop IGA’s (Income Generating Activities).  

13.  We have upgraded our social media messaging. 
14.  We continue to look at utilizing the school even more by doing a day of double sessions so 

we can teach the older grades. We are also considering providing continuing education for 
adults in the community, and vocational training for our kids that will not go on to the 
university. 

15.  We are researching how we can practice voluntourism as a 
ministry of H4H. We are looking to purchase an acre of land 
and design a home that can be built in 3-4 days by a mission 
team and then providing different tours of Ethiopia to show 
the rich and beautiful culture and heritage of this country. 

 

 

25 years of ministry for Hope for the Hopeless 
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Change comes to  
Hope for the Hopeless 

    We are discovering how small our world is becoming with 
the advent of social media, especially Facebook. This has 
caused us to pause and ask if we need to change some of our 
practices for sponsorship at Hope because of this 
phenomenon. We had always wanted everyone to feel a 
closeness to the child they were sponsoring and so assigning 
a child and providing several letters a year to hear how they 
were doing was important. Now, all it takes is a name and 
you can directly contact someone anywhere in the world. 

    Our kids at Hope are all too familiar with this ability. 
Some of our kids have Googled the name of their sponsor 
and then made direct contact with them. (Some of you 
knoweth of what we speak.) This creates several concerns for 
us. Our kids are willing to make contact, ask for money or 
gifts, and some asking for sponsorship to come to the U.S. 
And, they are willing to do this on a regular basis. Also, we 
are concerned that anyone can get our kids contact 
information and create a relationship that can be exploitive. 

     With these concerns, and more, we are providing some 
alternative ways of being personally connected with our kids 
and staff, and yet keeping a little anonymity so you are not 
contacted directly by them. This newsletter is an important 
first step.  

Every two months you will receive a newsletter, such as this 
one, which will highlight the ministry and work Hope for 
the Hopeless does with the children your sponsorships help.  

 

All Donations made to Hope for 
the Hopeless are tax deductible.  

Hope for the Hopeless is an IRS 
approved 501(3)3 organization  
EIN 80-0428143 

To donate go to  
http//www.hope4hopless.org/dona
te-sponsor.html and hit the donate 
button to make a one time or 
recurring donation.  

Web Page:      
www.hope4hopless.org 

Email: 
Sponsorship@hope4hopless.org 

Unsubscribe from emails or 
mailings submit to 
Sponsorship@hope4hopeless.org 

 


